iCorners™ - enjoy your iPad® caseless. Tough
clear Makrolon® iCorners™ protect your iPad®
and work with Smart Cover or without.
Available for Pre-Order
iCorners™ were created to provide protection for the iPad ® body and a screen
and not negatively impact design aesthetics by keeping most of the tablet
housing body exposed and only covering the very corners of the device with clear
protective pieces.
iCorners™ are designed in such way that instead of using screen/body protecting accessory
(tablet case for example) they would provide scratch/drop damage protection to the screen glass
and tablet housing. In case of using Apple iPad® Smart Cover or substitute, iCorners™ would not
interfere with its functioning but rather enhance the use of it by adding drop damage protection,
housing scratch protection and will help with alignment of Smart Cover within the perimeter of the
device when closed.
iCorners™ are made with Makrolon® polycarbonate because of its unique combinations of
properties. It is virtually unbreakable, lightweight with glass-like transparency and is impact
resistant – even at extremely low temperatures. It has a high dimensional stability and is easily
molded, yet has excellent heat resistance with a glass transition temperature of up to 148ºC. Impact
modified Makrolon® is used in safety goggles, helmets, riot shields, holsters and other tactical gear.
iCorners™ allow access to all buttons and switches while keeping camera lens, headphone
jack opening and speaker grills clear from interference.
iCorners™ provide sufficient protection for iPad® screen and for minimalist use can be used
without cover. When used alone they provide perfect grip on slippery screen and smooth
aluminum housing of iPad®.
First model that is being released – iCorners™ Air/MiniR, is compatible with Apple iPad® Air
and iPad® Mini with Retina Display. It works for both models because Apple standardized features
(thank you, Apple) and even though overall housing dimensions are different – it does not affect
the way iCorners™ are applied to both models. iPad® Mini (1st Gen) also has similar features and,
being thinner (7.2 mm in comparison to 7.5 mm for both Air and Mini Retina), will accept iCorners™
Air/MiniR, but they will not work as they were designed to work for drop protection.

